


{ you were A ch ild once.  you cAn be one AgAin.  }





{ A  RICH  HERI TAGE }

Steeped in history, RedTail Mountain embodies all the warmth and charm of bygone
days: simpler times when weekends were meant for picnics and families and porch swings 
and storytelling.  

Wrapped in the unspoiled beauty of the Appalachian 
Mountains, this -acre gated community is 
quietly located 20 mi  from Boone, North 
Carolina,  Mountain City, Tennessee. A 
landscape of majesty and strength formed millions of 
years ago by powerful glaciers and ocean floods, 
today stands pure, tranquil and virtually untouched.  
RedTail Mountain has embraced the spirit of the 
hawk. Freedom. Honor. Prid .
 A sense of romance and intrigue waits as you 

gaze upon the ever-changing landscape. Crystal 
blue streams meander past an intense array of green 
dotted with iris, rhododendron and mountain laurel 
creating a pallet of color only nature could produce.

       A  
 symbol of the American story, the spirit 

of exploration and the need for adventure are all 
deep-rooted in these mountains. These are the 
mountains that captivated American pioneer 
Daniel Boone: mountains that now await your 
arrival. 

Nature Eternal





 Trout Fishing

at RedTail
on Roan Creek



{ A DAY IN THE LIFE AT REDTAIL MOUN TAIN }

Each season carries its own distinct flavor. Lazy summer days slowly bow to the fresh
breeze coming in over the mountain heralding the arrival of autumn. Fall brings a crispness 
to the air that seems to awaken the spirit.  Winter’s silent pause allows time to engage the soul, 
as soon the miracle of spring will delight and amaze. Here on RedTail Mountain the transition 
is a joy to behold year after year.

Surrounded by nature and immersed in the 
freedom of the open air, RedTail Mountain offers a 
way of life you will come to treasure: a mountain 
retreat for the mind, body and soul. The idyllic setting 
invokes a sense of peace, history and permanency.

Every season on RedTail Mountain invites you 
outdoors for a fresh and exciting encounter with nature. 
The temperate climate of warm summers and mild 
winters allows so many of our recreational activities to 
be enjoyed year-round.  Miles of nature trails encourage 
families to walk, hike, bike, or horseback ride. On-site 
creeks for trout fishing allow time to slow down and 
reflect. Continuing with the rich equestrian history of 
Tennessee, RedTail Mountain honors this legacy by 

     

  From early spring to late fall, RedTail Mountain Golf 
Club stands ready to welcome everyone from the 
novice to the seasoned pro.      

          
 

The spirit of community felt at RedTail Mountain 
extends to the surrounding active and vibrant towns of 
Mountain City, Boone, Blowing Rock, and Damascus. 
With endless opportunities for shopping, theater 
and dining, you set the pace for the day. Year-round 
festivals include the Cranberry Festival, the Storytelling 
Festival, and the Boone Bluegrass Festival, all sure to 
become yearly events for your family. Exceptional 
skiing is less than thirty miles away at Beech Mountain 
and Sugar Mountain.

is a joy to behold year after year.

 A DAY IN THE LIFE AT REDTAIL MOUN TAIN 



“Golf is my passion and I want to share that.  From

the conditions on the golf course to the atmosphere

in the clubhouse, every aspect needs to be pleasurable.  

I enjoy introducing the game to kids, since it inspires

in them a yearning to do their personal best: a lesson

they will carry through life.”
-Sam Adams

PGA Tour 1971-1978, RedTail Mountain Golf Club

Pro and founder of the Sam Adams Golf Academy on

RedTail Mountain.



redtail mountain golf club offers a dan maples-designed, par 72 semi-private 18-hole
course: a true mountain golf experience. An impressive 400 feet of elevation change allows 
every hole to offer a unique challenge. Spectacular mountain vistas and dramatic backdrops 
are viewed as you spend the day with friends taking time to appreciate the gifts of nature. the 
course meanders through hidden valleys, forcing even the most focused golfer to reflect on 
the secrets of the mountains.  not only do the mountains set the stage for a powerful day on the 
course, but the mountain laurel, wild azalea and abundant rhododendron provide the inspiration.

{ redtAil moun tAin golf }
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RedTail Mountain Golf Pro Sam Adams is considered a celebrity in the area and in
the world of golf.  He won a PGA tour event in 1973 and is one of the first left-handed 
golfers to do so. 

Positioning is the key to success on this shorter par five. Enjoy the remarkable views from almost 
every angle on this hole, but stay focused on accuracy; this hole presents a birdie opportunity.

HOLE #

Framed by a remarkable 40-foot rock backdrop, the #  green requires a deft approach over a rock 
outcropping...a visually spectacular hole!

HOLE #

HOLE #

When the round is complete, enjoy a relaxing lunch and the picturesque view of the #  
fairway from the clubhouse deck          



Hole #11



{ LIVING AT REDTAIL }
Linkside on Blackberry Ridge

Dotted along the  hillside of the scenic  
hole, the Linkside villas  offer breathtaking views of the 
golf course and the valley below.

Presented as a collection of grand manor homes along 
the golf course, each Linkside manor home will host four 
two- and three-bedroom single-level villas with private 
entries, gardens and garages. The homes  f eature an 
open plan and oversized windows to capture views and 
harvest he evening breezes rising from Sage Valley below.   
Spacious exterior porches bring the surrounding 
mountains and golf to your home. Interior fine finishes 
include hardwood floors, stained wood cabinets, stone 
countertops, stone fireplace, and upper level vaulted 
ceilings.

Custom Homes

Through RedTail Mountain’s Preferred Builder 
Program, there are a select few premier builders who 
can assist you in crafting your dream home at 
RedTail Mountain.        

         
      

Hawthorne Landing Homesites
   first  homesites  on  Mountain are at 

Hawthorne Landing.  Many of the Hawthorne Landing 
homesites view the beautiful    ole with the magnificent 
35-foot rock cliff  backdrop   Some have long views to the 
mountains of Virginia in the background, while others 
are nestled into the tree canopy  over Sage V lley or the 
beautiful   hole.

RedTail Lodge Suites
Lodge Suites are designed for those quick weekend 

getaways or        The 
suites enjoy immediate access to many of RedTail Mountain’s 
magnificent amenities including the pool, fitness center, 

   sauna, spa treatment rooms, bistro 
and golf clubhouse. Each    

        
         
            

      

Sage Valley Bungalows
A charming collection of single family bungalows  

   nestled into Sage Valley.  A short walk 
to the clubhouse and Roan Creek Park, Sage Valley 
celebrates golf and mountain views from the magnificent 
‘living porches’ on each home. 

Sage Valley homes will feature exposed wood beams and 
trim, expansive windows, hardwood floors, stone 
countertops, and the glorious ‘living porches’. 



Very few mountain communities are fortunate to have lake access. lake watauga, 
a scenic 22 minute drive from redtail mountain, is home to the private redtail lake 
Property, Day docks, shower and bath faci l i t ies  are exclusive to homeowners and guests. the 
future lake house will offer guest suites, a full kitchen and an open entertaining area for 
property owner gatherings or quiet celebrations. Aptly named, “watauga” translates to 
‘beautiful waters’ in native American. ranked as the third cleanest lake in America, lake 
watauga is arguably the most scenic lake in the tennessee river watershed. Anglers 
marvel at the crystal waters and delight in the many species of game fish including 
rainbow and brown trout, walleye, smallmouth and largemouth bass. A full array of 
recreational activities awaits you at lake watauga including fishing, boating, 
swimming, water sports, hiking, and horseback riding.

{ life by the lAKe }



{ ruSt ic crAf tSmAn Arch i tect ure }
“rustic mountain craftsman” and "Mountain Contemporary" describe the 
architecture which makes up the fabric of RedTails master plan.  rustic craftsman is a 
refined hybrid of the Arts & crafts architectural style that forms a bridge between 
the indoors and out. Mountain Contemporary reflects a style that embodies clean lines 
constructed of Rustic and Rugged materials.

embracing the area’s mountain
and lake lifestyle, the architecture 
of RedTail Mountain honors the 
spectacular natural surroundings of 
the Appalachian Mountains. Heavy 
timber framing, square log trusses, 
wood shingles, and rough sawn boards 
create a substantial feel, while quaint 
stacked stone, cobblestone, historic 
metals, and expansive glass are 
cornerstones of the Rustic Mountain 
Craftsman vernacular. The style at 
RedTail Mountain is welcoming and 
authentic, seamlessly woven into the 
natural landscape. 

clubSide

linKSide on blAcKberry rid ge
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redtail mountain is located on the eastern continental divide at the junction of
tennessee, north carolina and Virginia.  ease of access is facilitated by the close proximity 
to Johnson county Airport (5 miles) and tri-cities regional Airport (50  miles).  Just  2 hours 
away Charlotte International provides direct flights to many destinations worldwide. 
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A New Day on

RedTail Mountain



{ trAilblAZing new trAdi t ionS }

redtail mountain is a mountain retreat that embraces the ideals of ‘Americana.’ our
forefathers were in search of a better life and it is only fitting that America’s first frontier is 
now trailblazing a path for a new way of life today. 
          
                            A Combination of Rugged Mountain Retreat and World Class Country Club 
                    

                   RedTail Mountain welcomes you Home.                                                                     

Tranquil Roan Creek at RedTail Mountain



20 Minutes from Boone on Hyw. 421 N.       PH (1) 423 727 7600        info@redtailmountain.com             www.RedTailMountain.com




